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Houston Wilderness’ mission is accomplished 
through its Slate of Initiatives to promote 

protect and preserve the biodiversity in our 10 
ecoregions. Houston Wilderness concentrates on 

the following initiatives: 

Convening various groups to promote, 
protect and preserve the biodiversity in our 10 

ecoregions: 

• Collaborative Grant-Organizing Program

• Network Partner Access and Advocacy

 

Providing collaborative Problem Solving 
opportunities on critical environmental issues:

• Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan 

• Ecosystem Services Policy Initiative 

Educating the public on the many exciting 
outdoor opportunities in the Greater Houston 
Region and the health benefits associated with 

nature:

• Get Outdoors Houston! Website

• Wilderness Passport
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Even before Hurricane Harvey hit the multi-county Gulf-Houston region, Houston Wilderness had a 
busy 2017 taking on expanded work in convening, problem-solving and educating throughout the 
diverse 10 ecoregions in our 13+ county area. With the assistance of over 100 environment-based 
partners, the Houston Wilderness (HW) Board of Directors and staff approved a revised Slate of 
Initiatives in May of 2017. Below is a synopsis of the Slate changes and additions:

   (1) The Collaborative Access Partnership (CAP) Program took on a new name - Network Partner 
Access & Advocacy Program (NPAA), providing problem-solving assistance and facilitation of 
various environmental policy issues that benefit various parts of the seven land-based and three 
water-based eco-regions. This program continues to provide a neutral place for various informational 
events and collaborative meetings throughout each year on “environmental issues of the day.” 
Examples of Access & Advocacy Program events in 2017 included meetings and collaborative 
initiatives on: (1) expanding mitigation banking in the Houston-Galveston US Corps District, (2) native 
pollinator and milkweed habitat creation and plant availability, (3) providing sufficient nature-based 
infrastructure in the 8-county Gulf-Houston region, and (4) soil, sediment, silt and erosion issues and 
solutions after Hurricane Harvey. 

   (2) The final phase of Sam Houston Greenbelt Network is now merged into the Gulf-Houston 
Regional Conservation Plan (Gulf-Houston RCP) program, which also includes the Tri-Regional 
Monarch Flyway Strategy (MFS) and Gulf-Houston Land-Use Coordination (GHLUC) Program. The 
Tri-Regional MFS program is a collaborative, multi-partner effort to restore, increase and enhance 
Monarch habitat across three large habitat restoration regions in Texas that serve as critical links in the 
monarch butterfly flyway, while also serving to protect habitat for other pollinators that are crucial 
to local ecosystems and agriculture. The Gulf-Houston Land-Use Coordination (GHLUC) Program 
includes the RCP 24% by 2040 Strategy, RCP-based Mitigation Banking Project Options, TCEQ SEPs 
expansion, regional public funding opportunities, and the Houston Urban Forests Project.

   (3) The Collaborative Grant-Organizing (CGO) program continues to provide assistance in 
packaging funding requests that 1) help protect and preserve areas of the Gulf-Houston RCP and 
beyond and 2) bring additional funds to the region. Over 20 CGO proposals are submitted to various 
state/federal agencies each year, with HW facilitating many of these awarded proposals (see more 
in the following pages of this Report). The growing Collaborative Grant-Organizing (CGO) Program 
coordinates with multiple organizations as they seek funding for large-scale projects in order to 
leverage resources and magnify the effect of conservation-related efforts through collaboration. 
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By coordinating regional conservation-related projects into one large proposal, HW assists the 
environmental community in increasing its odds of receiving more grant funds, leveraging 
conservation/recreation dollars from multiple sources, and protecting/preserving parcels of land 
in our region. By the end of 2017, over 30 major CGO grant proposals were submitted to federal 
and state funding agencies, including projects within the Gulf-Houston RCP, with 10 grants 
awarded to the region through the CGO Program.     

(4) Houston Wilderness’ Ecosystem Services (ES) Primer within all 10 Eco-regions - Through 
use of the CGO, HW’s ES Primer and related slide presentations, HW is targeting the ecosystem 
services within all 10 eco-regions for assessment and development of “protection/restoration 
strategies” to allow for continued flood abatement, air and water quality, carbon sequestration, 
fish and wildlife habitat, recreation, eco-tourism and health care.

   (5) The Wilderness Passport’s Great Green Quest (GGQ) continues to challenge participants 
to get outside over the summer months and explore the Greater Houston region through 
distribution of over 25,000 Wilderness Passports.  “Questers” are eligible for fun prizes with 
sponsorships available to support schools, libraries, city park community centers, YMCA summer 
classes and other environmental education programs. In 2017/2018, the GGQ was expanded 
to include a bi-lingual “Green Jobs” component - providing information on the educational 
pathways that lead to careers in an environmental field and a “Careers in Conservation” graduate-
level scholarship program open to interns and staff of our Network Partner organizations.  

Hurricane Harvey was a widespread tragedy but also an opportunity for our 8-county region 
to come together and significantly increase the amount of protected/preserved nature-based 
infrastructure in our region and work toward long-term resilience from storms, sea-level rise, 
rising water and other man-made and natural disasters. The next 5-10 years will be critical for the 
8-county Gulf-Houston region in environmental policy and HW’s mission is more important than 
ever.

Sincerely,

Deborah January-Bevers
President & CEO, Houston Wilderness
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Houston Wilderness Accomplishments 
2003-2017

I. Ecoregion Advocacy through Convening & Problem-Solving 

• Creation of the Vision of the Major Eco-regions of Greater Houston and surrounding counties 
– Houston Wilderness (HW) led the creation and facilitation of the first-ever recognition of ten (10) 
connective eco-regions in the multi-county area surrounding Houston (see http://houstonwilderness.org/
about-ecoregions/) (circa 2003)

• Atlas of Biodiversity - Written and Produced by Houston Wilderness, the Houston Atlas of Biodiversity is 
a major publication that focuses on the seven major eco-regions of the greater Houston area including Big 
Thicket, Coastal Marshes, Coastal Prairies, Columbia Bottomlands, Piney Woods, Post Oak Savannah, and 
Trinity Bottomlands.  As the only serious publication to date that explores the interconnected of Houston 
eco-regions, the Atlas is a resource for scientists, students, conservationists, policy makers and the public. 
(circa 2007)

• Sam Houston Greenbelt Network (Phase I, II & Final) – In 2007, HW created a vision for a 650 mile green 
“necklace” that connects the region’s ecosystems as a multi-use Regional Trail traversing 13 counties, 
offering various recreati

Over the last 100 years 
Current land under 

Conservation/Adaptation (Fee, 
easements, mitigation banks)              

450,040 acres
(9.3%)

Targeting 24% by 2040:
Eight-county Gulf-
Houston RCP 
Continuum

Phase 1 Projects 
297,942 acres

(6.2%)
To Be Acquired

Land/Water Buffer 
Areas
-Private Land 
Owners
-Corporate Interest

(6.5%)

County/City/Regional 
Master Plan Land 
Targets (6.5%)

*Ecological Land 
Mass by Percentage

Funding Rec’d 
Gulf-Houston 
RCP Projects
41,143 acres

November 2017

Phase 2  Projects 
452,387 acres

Adapted /Enhanced
Acres

Current Projects Gulf-Houston 
RCP (not yet funded)
750,329 acres total 

Total Land Mass of 8-
county Region: 
4,830,000 acres 
(Percentages above are 
based of total land mass)

About this Continuum
• Land use research shows 

that 26% of our 8-county 
region is currently 
developed, while ONLY 9% 
of land is 
conserved/protected 
greenspace or nature-based 
infrastructure

• The Continuum illustrates 
the targeted areas of 
nature-based land 
acquisition to achieve 
protection of 24% by 2040.

onal 
activities for its users. This work led to HW’s current development of the current Sam Houston Greenbelt 
Network, where HW collaborated with a steering committee to create the Gulf-Houston Regional 
Conservation Plan, coalitions along the Brazos and Trinity Rivers and collaborative efforts to increase 
large-scale prairie grass seedbanks and grow-out centers, and reduction of invasive fish species from the 
region’s waterways. In 2017, the final phase of Sam Houston Greenbelt Network merged into the Gulf-
Houston Regional Conservation Plan (Gulf-Houston RCP) program. (circa 2013 – present).

• Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan (Gulf-Houston RCP) - HW works with a network of 
environmental, governmental, and business groups in the Greater Houston region by 1) creating and 
overseeing the program’s steering committee and 50+ partners of the Gulf Houston RCP, 2) providing a 
GIS map database, 3) creation of a science task force, 4) facilitation of four initiatives within the RCP and 
establishment of a 24% by 2040 Strategy, 5) assisting in CGO opportunities for the 4 Initiatives under the 
Gulf-Houston RCP and 6) administering the Gulf-HoustonRCP.org website. Under the Gulf-Houston RCP, 
HW tracks the number of Phase I and II Working List of Projects, the number of funded RCP Projects, the 
number of GIS-based maps created and distributed, the number of Steering Committee and Planning 
Group members, the number of RCP meetings held, the number of RCP presentations made, the number 
of Initiative-based policy papers produced, the analytics of the GulfHoustonRCP website, the percent 
increase in land-use protection/biodiversity. Under HW’s Slate of Initiatives, the Tri-Regional Monarch 
Flyway Strategy (MFS) and Gulf-Houston Land-Use Coordination (GHLUC) Program fall under the RCP.  
(circa 2014- present)

• Lower Trinity River Project – Actively spearheaded by the five county judges of the counties that make 
up the Lower Trinity River, this new group has met four times and is working on major ecotourism and 
other advocacy needs of the Lower Trinity.  HW facilitates the meetings and agendas for these meetings 
and related action items.

• Network Partners Development – HW has expanded its network of environmental and conservation 
partners to over 150 in the Greater Houston Region that work together to preserve, protect and promote 
sustainable land, water and wildlife in our Region.  (circa 2003 – present)
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• Green Think Tank – Led by Houston Wilderness board members, this collaborative group discussed 
large land and water conservation issues affecting the region.  Results have included two publications on 
potential economic and environmental impacts for the Upper Texas Gulf Coast Region over the next 20 
years and development of a proposed “National Recreation Area.  (circa 2010) 

• Creation & Distribution of an Ecosystem Services Primer – Beginning in 2013, HW created a policy 
paper that listed all major ecosystem services studies in the Greater Houston Region and relevant 
regional ecosystem services information with valuations options for water supply and quality, erosion 
control, stormwater protection, air quality, carbon and energy savings and recreation This document has 
now been published as an Ecosystem Services Primer by HW that provides both analysis and policy goals 
for protecting and increasing ecosystem services in the Greater Houston Region. HW staff also provide 
presentations to various conferences around the US throughout the year providing a broader base of 
knowledge about the Greater Houston Region. (circa 2013 – present)

• Creation of the Collaborative Access Program (CAP) – Facilitated over 14 CAP meetings throughout 
this past year on various environmental issues of the day – ranging from ecological functions and RCP 
initiatives to invasive fish and federal/state funding opportunities.  Over 250 people attended these 
meetings throughout the year. In 2017, the Collaborative Access Partnership (CAP) Program took on a 
new name - Network Partner Access & Advocacy Program, providing problem-solving assistance and 
facilitation of various environmental policy issues that benefit various parts of the seven land-based and 
three water-based eco-regions, particularly concentrated in nature-based infrastructure following the 
devastation of Hurricane Harvey.  (circa 2013 - present)

• Collaborative Grant-Organizing (CGO) Program - A priority “Convener” role for HW, this program has 
grown exponentially this year and includes assistance in packaging large federal/state funding proposals 
and facilitation of awarded grants that help protect and preserve areas of the Gulf-Houston RCP and 
provide more pollinator habitat funding throughout Texas. To date, HW and a variety of different regional 
partners have received funding from seven CGO grant proposals totaling over $800,000 in additional 
funds to the region for land and water conservation efforts. Over 20 CGO proposals are submitted to 
various state/federal agencies each year, with HW facilitating many of these awarded proposals  (circa 
2013 - present)

II. Eco-Region Advocacy through Education

• Completion, implementation, and maintenance of the Wilderness Passport (1st & 2nd Editions) 
program – IN 2017, HW distributed over 25,000 Family and/or Ecotourism Passports, including providing 
Passports to multiple regional public schools, HPARD community centers, regional libraries, the Houston 
Zoo, boy scouts, and YMCA centers through its Great Green Quest program.  (circa 2006 - present)  

• Convening partner in Get Outdoors Houston! – Hundreds of stakeholders in the region are now 
engaged in promoting the GOH website to encourage citizens and visitors to explore and enjoy the 
ecological treasures of the region. We also received a $12,000 CGO grant with the Houston First Corp for 
national marketing and mapping opportunities. The GOH Twitter and Instagram social media sites have 
thousands of followers and the Houston Super Bowl Committee has included GOH in their marketing 
materials. See the current website at www.GetOutHereHouston.org. (circa 2014)
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www.gulfhoustonrcp.org

Working with 100+ environmental, governmental and business organizations in the eight-county Gulf-
Houston Region, Houston Wilderness continues to:

1) Facilitate collaborative projects within the 4 key Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan (Gulf-Houston 
RCP) Initiatives, create RCP-related policy papers on ecological strategies for the eight-county region 
(including the 24% by 2040 Nature-based Infrastructure Strategy) and maintain multiple comprehensive 
regional databases of Gulf-Houston RCP participants;

2) Convene continuous meetings with RCP stakeholders to coordinate funding opportunities and 
communications, and provide presentations on the Gulf-Houston RCP implementation progress, successes 
and metrics;

3) Provide communications on data collection and analysis from the Gulf-Houston RCP Science Task Force 
to other RCP members, decision-makers and the general public, and provide quarterly updates on the 
Gulf-Houston RCP Working List of Projects, data analysis and GIS-based mapping for the gulfhoustonrcp.
org website and other purposes.

Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan
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The Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan (Gulf-Houston RCP) tracks the number of Phase I and II 
Working List of Projects, the number of funded RCP Projects, the number of GIS-based maps created and 
distributed, the number of Steering Committee and Planning Group members, the number of RCP meetings 
held, the number of RCP presentations made, the number of Initiative-based policy papers produced, the 
analytics of the GulfHoustonRCP website, the percent increase in land-use protection/biodiversity.

Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan implementation, monitoring and evaluation outputs include:

1) Working on collaborative Projects within the 4 key Gulf-Houston RCP Initiatives and convening continuous 
meetings with RCP stakeholders to coordinate funding opportunities and communications and supporting 
regional efforts that help implement in the RCP,

2) Facilitating data collection and analysis with the Gulf-Houston Science Task Force to other RCP members, 
decision-makers and the general public,

3) Creating of beneficial initiative/programming regional goals for the Gulf-Houston RCP,

4) Submitting multiple & yearly RCP Collaborative Grant-Organizing funding requests to state/federal 
agencies and participating in all planning and study efforts involving ecological issues within the eight-
county Gulf-Houston RCP area,

5) Continuing quarterly Gulf-Houston RCP Data collection and analysis and GIS-based mapping, including 
frequent updates on the Working List of Projects for Phase 1 and 2 to aid in determining when/where 
projects should be added and where collaborative grant opportunities exist.

Protecting Land-Use in the Gulf-Houston Region

Regional Initiative for 
24% in Nature-Based Acreage by 2040
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• 26% of the 8-county Gulf-
Houston Region is developed

• 65% of the 8-county Gulf-
Houston Region is undeveloped

• ONLY 9% of undeveloped land is 
protected and conserved!

• The current rate of development 
vs conserved  land in our region is 
8 to 1

• “24% by 2040” = closer to 3 to 1 

City - Greater Metro 
Areas

Population Total Regional Acreage Total Protected Area Percentage of Protected 
Land

New York City 20.2 M 194,944 ~30,000 15%
Los Angeles 13.3 M 3,104,000 ~621,000 20%
Chicago 9.5 M 5,360,640 ~991,308 17%
Gulf-Houston Area 6.6 M 4,830,000 ~434,700 9%

Percentage of Land & Water Preserved Areas in Major US Cities (Metro Areas)
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The CGO Program serves a fundamental role to the environmental community as a regional 
initiative targeted at coordinating multiple organizations as they seek funding for large-
scale projects in order to leverage resources and magnify the effect of their efforts through 
collaboration. 

In the past year, Houston Wilderness, with its CGO program partners, submitted 14 collaborative 
proposals requesting a total of $3,557,767 in potential funding to the region. Granting entities 
included the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Texas State Soil 
and Water Conservation Board, Texas Parks and Wildlife, the Environmental Protection Agency, 
and the Texas Commission on Environment Quality, among others. In 2017 Houston Wilderness 
began implementing 3 CGO Grants, totaling $339,000. Since the beginning of the CGO Program, 
twelve (12) grants totaling $1,025,097 have been awarded through the CGO program. 

In addition to this funding coming into the region, activities associated with these grants have 
resulted in over 7,000+ residents of the urban core being introduced to local and regional nature 
sites through field trips to Houston Parks and Recreation Department (HPARD) parks and U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service refuges, educational programming at Katy Prairie Conservancy sites, 
and interpretive education offered at HPARD Community Center’s after school and summer 
enrichment programs. To help facilitate environmental education, local habitat restoration, 
pathways to careers in conservation for urban youth, and continued community engagement, 
25 jobs were created through the CGO program this past year. Projects span all ecoregions, and 
focus on coastal wetlands and shorelines to prairie restoration, bayous and pollinator habitat. 

Interns on a site visit for the Developing the Next Generation of 
Conservationists grant in Summer 2017

One of many Pollinator Gardens 
planted throughout the Greater-

Houston region, under the Monarch 
Flyway Strategy grant

Collaborative Grant Organizing 
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12
Collaborative

Grants
Awarded 
since 2014,

$1,025,097 
in Funds Received

The following CGO Grants were facilitated by Houston 
Wilderness in 2017:

1. National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF): Developing the 
Next Generation of Conservationists in Greater Houston- With 
10 regional partners, this project is developing and enhancing 
wildlife conservation and education efforts in the urban core by 
engaging youth in on-the-ground conservation job opportunities, 
innovative technological outreach and mentorship programs. 
Youth will develop a connection to the Fish and Wildlife Service 
through exposure in the urban environment.

2. NFWF: Houston Regional Urban Riparian Restoration- With 
125regional partners, HW and partners are restoring 20 acres of 
wetland, moving 20 acres of invasive species, planting 200 trees 
and monitoring 5 streams in the Greater Houston region. The 
project allows for a variety of improved ecosystem services that 
provide a thriving habitat for the abundance of wildlife, migratory 
birds and butterflies in the region, and provides improved air 
and water quality, flood control, recreation and erosion control to 
millions of residents.

3. NFWF: Gulf-Houston Monarch Flyway Strategy (MFS) – with 
18 regional partners, Houston Wilderness and program partners 
are creating over 15 pollinator garden areas, increasing monarch 
butterfly and other pollinator habitats, improving partner 
capacity, and building seed supply of regionally adapted native 
plants in the greater Houston area. This project incorporates 
best management practices recommended by the Monarch 
Joint Venture to engage partners, propagate 250,000 milkweed 
seedlings, and support restoration on 290 acres of monarch 
habitat.

4. US Fish and Wildlife Service: Gulf-Houston Monarch Flyway 
Strategy Co-op- Houston Wilderness facilitated the distribution 
of funds and assisted program partners with the purchase of 
over 2,000 native plants, native seeds, mulch, compost, irrigation 
systems/equipment, grow-out pots, tools (shovels and spades) 
and other materials critical for the successful propagation of 
native monarch/pollinator plants.

5. NFWF - ConocoPhillips SPIRIT of Conservation and Innovation: 
Gulf-Houston RCP Galveston Bay Oyster Reefs & Migratory 
Bird Habitat Facilitation Project- Houston Wilderness and 
Galveston Bay Oyster Reefs & Migratory Bird Habitat (GBOMB) 
stakeholder partners are addressing concerns and creating 
opportunities for increases in the number of oyster reefs and 
migratory bird islands created in Galveston Bay under the 
GBOMB Facilitation Project. There is a strong need to increase 
the knowledge of these ecosystems and quantify the associated 
value of benefits provided through storm surge protection, water 
quality and quantity improvements, carbon sequestration, and 
eco-tourism.

Creation of oyster reefs for the                   
ConocoPhillips SPIRIT of Conservation and 

Innovation: Gulf-Houston RCP Galveston Bay 
Oyster Reefs & Migratory Bird Habitat grant
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Ecosystem Services

Houston Wilderness continued ESS presentations at several conferences in 2017 using the “Primer for 
Problem-Solving Using Ecosystem Services” as a reference. Houston Wilderness created the Primer specifically 
to provide users with explanations of the kinds of ecosystem services that exist in the Greater Houston 
Region, how they work, how to determine their value, and how ecosystem services may be used in designing 
large-scale infrastructure, conservation or land-use solutions.

are the benefits that humans 
derive from nature that 
provide economic value

Ecosystem 
Services 
(ESS)

The Primer is 
available free of 
charge and by 
donation at www.
houstonwilderness.
org/ecosystem-ser-
vices. Hard copies 
are also available 
upon request.

Ecosystem services (ESS) are the benefits that humans derive from nature that provide economic value. 
By living alongside natural ecology and allowing ecosystems the space to perform their self-sustaining 
functions, we are able to enjoy the goods and services these functions yield. In doing so we save time, effort, 
and precious resources that would have otherwise been used to design technological interventions for the 
same outcome.  

This Primer is meant to serve as an overview of the most up-to-date research on ecosystem services as 
well as offer a structured valuation methodology for the Houston region. It is intended to be useful to the 
policymaker in designing large-scale infrastructure, conservation, or land-use solutions while also offering 
a means of accounting by which business leaders and other private stakeholders may value their natural 
capital and its potential for improvement.
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                             The 2017 Great Green Quest (GGQ) connected children, students and families to     
                             their natural world via distribution of 25,000 Family Wilderness Passports to area 
                             school districts, Houston Parks and Recreation Department’s community centers, 
                             area libraries, youth organizations, and children’s museums. The Family Wilderness 
Passport program and Great Green Quest help meet the essential need that our region’s natural areas 
are visited, enjoyed and valued. That ever-evolving technologies and social media are integral to the 
way we live is undeniable, so it is vital to ensure that this linkage to the wired world does not occur at 
the expense of our connection to nature and its many benefits.  The Family Wilderness Passport is an 
outdoor nature resource guide that details the 10 ecoregions that make up the Houston Wilderness 
coverage area. The Passport has information on a variety of parks, preserves, nature centers, and refuges 
that boast amazing wildlife viewing opportunities, outdoor recreation, and truly beautiful landscapes. 
There are over 50 parks, preserves and nature centers in the Family Wilderness Passport that can be 
visited over the summer by Great Green Quest participants, and most of them offer environmental 
education programs that explain – in a fun, engaging way – how natural habitats serve both wildlife and 
human populations. The Great Green Quest (GGQ) is an interactive educational experience that gets 
kids interested and involved in their natural surroundings over the summer months.  Along with our 
Family Wilderness Passport, the GGQ encourages family “field trips”.  Students who participate are given 
a Houston Wilderness passport, Quest Activity Log, and an informational flyer that provides details on 
how to compete with other students and schools to become a “Top Quester.” In its fourth year, the GGQ 
connects kids to nature and ultimately fosters appreciation for the benefits that it provides. 

In 2017, through its affiliation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and their Houston Urban Wildlife 
Refuge Partnership, Houston Wilderness created a special version of the Family Wilderness Passport that 
includes a “green jobs” component to showcase several conservation and/or environmental careers in 
each ecoregion and provides information about the educational requirements needed to pursue them. 
This version complements U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s collaborative grant program “Developing the 
Next Generation of Conservationists – Developing and Providing Careers in Conservation” that seeks 
to replicate High School level “Green Ambassador Programs” for use in other area schools and school 
districts. The “Green Jobs” Passport is also bilingual, providing information in both English and Spanish.

NEW in 2017! The English/Spanish “Green Jobs” Passport

   Great Green Quest and Wilderness Passport 
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    2017 Annual Luncheon

The 2017 Annual Luncheon, enthusiastically co-chaired by the “Covey of Chairs”,  
honored John Kirksey, Sr. and family with the presentation of the fourth Annual Wild 
Life Award, which recognizes transformative contributions to the conservation and 
preservation of our region’s important natural landscapes. 

Over 400 guests, representing friends, family and ardent admirers, attended to 
celebrate the Kirksey family.  John Kirksey, Sr. is a leading force in shaping Houston 
into one of the “Greenest Cities” in the nation, and his wife, Kyle Kirksey, and their 
children and their families, Shawn and Bill Jackson and Joanie and John Kirksey, Jr. 
are all deeply involved in professional and philanthropic endeavors that demonstrate 
a strong and enduring commitment to enhancing Houston’s quality of life and 
preserving our natural environment. The 2017 Annual Luncheon was emceed by 
Beth Robertson, a founding board member of Houston Wilderness.

Houston Wilderness also had the  distinct pleasure to present ConocoPhillips 
with the Wild Partner Award, in recognition of their community involvement and 
generous support of our luncheon for several years.  This valuable long-term 
partnership continues to ensure the successful implementation of key initiatives 
that preserve, protect and promote this region’s important ecological diversity in 10 
ecoregions. Many past Annual Luncheon supporters showed their continued support 
of Houston Wilderness by underwriting tables, purchasing individual tickets, and 
making much appreciated donations.  
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John Kirksey Sr. and family, with Deborah January Bevers (L) and Beth Robertson (R)
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Get Out Here Houston

The Get Out Here Houston website and app is a resource 
that provides the following benefits to our community:

 1. Encourages kids to go outside – for their health  
 and well-being, education, and awareness of  
 nature

 2. Raises the level of awareness of the extensive  
 variety of outdoor activities available in the   
 Houston Gulf Coast Region

 3. Promotes the ambitious regional projects   
 currently being worked on – such as the   
 large-scale flurry of parks and trail activity in our  
 area

 4. Meets the demand to access all this diverse  
 information in one place that is easy to use!

Check it out at:

www.getoutherehouston.org
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Financial: Fiscal Year 2016-2017

45%

40%

8%

7%

Revenue

Luncheon & Great Green
Quest  Revenue, net

Collaborative Grant
Organizing

Corporate Contributions

Foundation Contributions

1%

43%

6%

6%

7%

15%

13%

9%

Expenses
Get Outdoors Houston!

Collaborative Grant
Organizing
Collaborative Access

Wilderness Passport

Ecosystems Services

Gulf-Houston Regional
Conservation Plan
Fundraising

Management & General
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Houston Wilderness gratefully acknowledges the generous support from the following foundations 
and corporate sponsors, and individual donors.

$50,000 +

• ConocoPhillips 

$25,000 + 

• Brown Foundation
• Hamman Foundation
• Beth Roberston 
• Silver Eagle Distributors, Inc.

$10,000 

• Linda and Les Allison
• Huffington Foundation
• John M. Kirksey
• Knobloch Family Foundation
• John P. McGovern Foundation
• Shell Oil Company

$5,000 

• Valentina and Alan Atkinson
• David & Judith Beck Foundation
• Bridgeland Development
• Brenda & Joe Cialone
• Coneway Family Foundation
• D. E. Harvey Builders
• Nancy & Arthur Epley
• HEB Stores
• Jacob & Terese Hershey Foundation
• Albert and Ethel Herzstein Foundation
• Houston First Corporation
• Kelley Drye and Warren, LLP
• Kirksey Architecture
• Max P. Watson, Jr.
• David Weekley Family Foundation
• Richard W. Weekley Family Fund
• Wortham Foundation, Inc.

$2,500 +

• R. Edwin Allday
• Katherine & Chris Amandes
• Katherine & David Andrew
• Susan & Jim Baker
• Alice and Philip Burguieres
• Cadence Bank
• Cardno Haynes Whaley, Inc.
• Jan & William J. Cato
• DBR Engineering Consultants, Inc.
• Mary & John Eads
• Patrick Elkins
• EOG Resources, Inc.
• Ruth and Dan Flournoy
• Cullen K. Geiselman Fund
• Henry R. Hamman
• Carol & Tommy Harper
• Katten Muchin Rosenman Foundation, Inc.
• Diane & Donald Kendall
• Lahourcade Family Fund
• Joan and Doug McLeod
• Andrews Myers, P.C.
• NRG (Reliant)
• Julie J. Peak- Hilltop Securities
• Carter Perrin
• Kathy & Harry Phillips
• Raba-Kistner, Inc.
• Loren Raun
• Strake Foundation
• Tapeats Fund
• Howard T. Tellepsen
• Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation
• Linda & Steve Webster
• Wallace S. & Jeanie K. Wilson

Thank You to our 2016-2017 Donors
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$2,500 +

• R. Edwin Allday
• Katherine & Chris Amandes
• Katherine & David Andrew
• Susan & Jim Baker
• Alice and Philip Burguieres
• Cadence Bank
• Cardno Haynes Whaley, Inc.
• Jan & William J. Cato
• DBR Engineering Consultants, Inc.
• Mary & John Eads
• Patrick Elkins
• EOG Resources, Inc.
• Ruth and Dan Flournoy
• Cullen K. Geiselman Fund
• Henry R. Hamman
• Carol & Tommy Harper
• Katten Muchin Rosenman Foundation, Inc.
• Diane & Donald Kendall
• Lahourcade Family Fund
• Joan and Doug McLeod
• Andrews Myers, P.C.
• NRG (Reliant)
• Julie J. Peak- Hilltop Securities
• Carter Perrin
• Kathy & Harry Phillips
• Raba-Kistner, Inc.
• Loren Raun
• Strake Foundation
• Tapeats Fund
• Howard T. Tellepsen
• Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation
• Linda & Steve Webster
• Wallace S. & Jeanie K. Wilson

$1,000+ 

• Tim and Frances Arnoult Family Fund
• Vivien and Scott Caven
• Kathleen and Robert L. Clarke
• Gus Comiskey, Jr.
• Costello, Inc.
• Garver Foundation
• Annie and Bob Graham
• Ollabelle & Gary Hall
• Ann Lents and J. David Heaney
• Leslie Herbst
• Wendy and Mavis Kelsey, Jr. Fund
• Harriet and Truett Latimer
• Marsha & Charles Parker
• Parkside Capital
• Nancy and Clive Runnels Foundation
• Schwartz, Page & Harding, L.L.P.
• Terri and Pepe Schwartz
• Tutcher Family Foundation
• Frederic Gautier Winther

$500 + 

• Boardwalk Pipeline Partners
• Jeanie & Tom Carter
• Clark Condon Associates, Inc
• Albert B. Fay
• J. Philip Ferguson
• Sarah Flournoy
• Michael Fowler
• George Francisco, IV
• Anne & Robin French
• Frost National Bank
• Fred Heyne
• Houston Zoo, Inc.
• Linda Knowles
• Chad Meacham
• Lisa & Downing Mears
• Walter P. Moore
• Oshman Foundation
• Jennifer Paulsen
• DeeDee Randell
• Winifred Riser
• Deborah Rule
• Shannon and Nick Swyka

• Dona Szak
• Mary Jane & Bob Wakefield
• Bruce Wilcoxon
• Renee Wizig-Barrios
• Nina O’leary Zilkha

$250 

• Keiji Asakura
• Bettie Cartwright
• William V. Conover, II
• Kelty and Rogers Crain
• Jacko Garrett
• Kelly & Russell Hamman
• Cheryl Mergo
• Polk County
• Matt Stahman
• Jeff Taebel
• Talley Landscape Architects, Inc
• Susan Vaughan
• Elizabeth and Peter Wareing
• Virginia Seale Watt

$25-$200

• American Alloy Steel, Inc.
• Hilary Andersen
• Susan and Glenn Buckley
• Betty & Bill Conner
• Sanford W. Criner, Jr.
• William P. (Mack) Denison, Jr.
• Jane and Gus Eifler
• Shawn and Bill Jackson
• James Joiner
• Klinka and John Lollar
• Roger Moore
• Ramona Ridge
• Susan Rosenbaum
• TIW Corporation
• Morton D. Voller
• Waukesha-Pearce Industries
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2017
Board Of Directors

Chris Amandes

Garrick Behelfer,                      
Secretary/Treasurer

Tricia Brasseaux,                             
Passport & GGQ Committee Chair

Sidney Evans,                            
Development Committee Chair 

Jason Fuller,                                                
Board Affairs Committee Chair

Phillip Goodwin

Bill Jackson

Deborah January-Bevers, 
President & CEO

Tom Kartrude

Lee Lahourcade

Dr. Jim Lester

Jackie McCardell

Sydney Murphy

Ben Patton

Jennifer Paulsen

Carter Perrin,                                       
Board Chair

Dr. Loren Hopkins Raun,              
Vice Chair

Beth Robertson

Matt Stahman

Andrew Stepanian

Keiji Asakura

Fred Bauhof

Julie Ann Brown

R.C. Brown, III

Sanford Criner

John Daugherty, Jr

Deidra S. Dierks

Sarah Flournoy

John Jacob

Andy Jones

Elizabeth Winston Jones

John Kirksey, Sr.

Stephen L. Klineberg

Ann Lents

Cheryl Mergo

David Renninger

Ramona Ridge

Laurie Roddy

Andy Sansom

Carter Smith

Bob Stokes

Merrie Talley

Joe Turner

Bruce Wilcoxon

 

Advisory Board
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Deborah January-Bevers, President and CEO

Torey Brown, Intern- Marketing

Rita Cash, Controller

Lauren Harper, Environmental Policy Specialist

Emily Matta, Intern- Wilderness Passport

Brittany Nicholson- Environmental Policy Specialist

Jennifer Reiss, Intern- Collaborative Grant Organizing Program

Camilla Smith, Intern- Gulf-Houston Regional Conservation Plan

Holly Thorson, Development & Passport Program Director

Fabiana Toro, Intern- Gulf-Houston Monarch Flyway Strategy 

Annie Wasaya, Intern- Collaborative Grant Organizing Program

  Houston Wilderness Staff & Interns 
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Creating opportunities to preserve 10 ecoregions by Convening, 
Problem-Solving & Educating.

HoustonWilderness.org


